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12.12.’09 
Therapy and the Heart 

There are many many therapies. 
The Heart is no therapy. 
But the Heart is the only True Therapy, the only Therapy That Works, because It is no 

therapy, but Life (or Truth) Itself. 
Therapy doesn’t work. 
You have to Understand the Source of things: the Heart. Only if Something in the 

Heart is Touched, Awakened, things, forms in someone will change, by Itself, no special 
effort needed – the Form Follows the Formless, and not the other way round. You cannot 
change the Heart by changing forms, by therapy therefore. Only in case the Heart Itself – 
beyond heart – is Touched during therapy, by accident or anyhow,1 then Something Happens 
(for the person in question and at all). 
 

With normal psycho- or spiritual or whatever therapies it might in some cases and in 
general be possible to be put on the ‘right track’ again if it’s about your personal functioning 
in society, or, regarding your spiritual development, you might be helped to get rid of some 
energetic blockade. But where does this lead to? Not to Truth anyway. And it is Simply So 
that Only (Getting (Deeper) in Touch with) Truth or Reality Itself Works, Only Truth or 
Reality Itself is Part of Your True Human Development on earth. Only the Heart Itself can 
Develop, here on earth and at all – if It gets Consciously in Touch with that which is 
Opposing the Heart to Be Here, Alive on earth. 

Now it might indeed be so that many therapies can have this function: to make people 
more aware of the fact that this therapy or in fact that which it leads or would lead you to is, 
on a Deeper Level, not what You Want, that in fact it doesn’t Serve anyone or anything. My 
own process in the past with therapy was successful in the sense that in the end I was urged, 
forced to learn to say NO to it. It cost a hell of a lot of money, and to be honest even after 
quite many sessions, it didn’t give me anything, absolutely nothing, zero. 

Because of the fact that, also in the past, before Realization of Truth was So, I always 
(meditated and even) ‘became’ an other person it was not easy to say No ‘to her’. It would be 
against her financial and egoic interest, she might have a feeling of failure when I’d say that I 
don’t want this therapy any more, it’s not my thing. My own interests were not so important 
or even didn’t exist. I always saw and felt (as) the Whole, not especially or in the first place 
myself – whereas in (psycho)therapy you often learn even to be more self-centred, convinced 
of yourself, to respect who you (supposedly) are.2 I managed anyway to say it and could resist 
her manipulative trying to prolong the therapy, as she found it would serve me. She was 
indeed disappointed. 

                                                
1 This Touch cannot be done structurally nor strategically. 
2 Which therapist dares to say to the client: “What do you think, it’s not about you!” 

This is not just some irresponsible remark, by which, if it would go like that, people would get an identity-
crisis. It’s a relief: of the self-cramp, self-obsession, that is everyone’s (only) problem. 
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Soon, and in the course of a few years clearly, I learned that it was not just her 
incapacity to ‘help’ me, no single therapist or helper could. And I learned they don’t have to. 
The whole approach was wrong. I was Deluded by Society. When ‘my’ energy was not 
functioning ‘normally’, as society expected it to do so, as others function energetically – 
mostly deadened – then, I learned, I have a problem. 

In a struggle I Learned though, totally ‘on my own’ and withstanding everyone(’s 
opinion), withstanding the entire Society, withstanding the basic assumption of therapy, that 
‘I’ am not a problem, or in fact: the Heart is no problem. The Norm is the Lie. Society is 
inherently problematic, anti-Nature, anti-Heart, anti-Me, anti-Love, anti-Truth. This holds true 
even for therapies, at least in so far as they try to help you function more normally again, 
better fitting society. 

If they do so depends of course (not so much on the kind of therapy but) on the 
therapist, whether or not and, in practice, to what extent he or she is, unconsciously, serving 
Society in the first place through the client. Or is the Heart manifesting through and as the 
client being Served, not the person but Love Itself. In fact though the Heart cannot be 
repaired, helped by (any) therapies. It is Inherently in a Big Struggle here on earth. The more 
It is Present Here, the harder time It has, to survive, to deal with all the Pain It has to bear 
(and Transcend) then. 

A therapist, Truly, only can give his or her Heart and That is what is being given, 
beyond the apparent, beyond what is agreed upon in regard to what the ‘gift’ will be. Often in 
fact the one who is in therapy will be ‘the giver’, in case his or her Heart is more Developed, 
went already more into the Unavoidable Struggle on earth to Give the Heart and Meeting all 
the unavoidable and huge Resistance to this, in case the Dark was Touched more consciously 
already or at all. 

In my case of therapy I also came to feel that I was ‘the giver’, the Heart, to Which or 
Whom she was attracted. In itself not bad at all, but I couldn’t stand the Lie any more, that I 
had to pay so much money for that, idiotically much. Although true, it was often the case in 
my life and in fact ‘normal’, that to be able to secretly give something of my Heart, I was the 
one who had to pay for that. No complaint. I came to know the rules here on earth by such 
struggles. Nothing wrong with that.  

The Heart indeed has to Learn the Lie that seems to be ruling here on earth, whatever 
way is necessary in order to Learn. It has to Learn that the Purer It is or ‘Becomes’, the more 
obstruction there will be, the more obstacles. Dirt is the unwritten Norm here on earth. Only 
‘they’ (society) spell it very differently: ‘b-e-a-u-t-i-f-u-l’. People of course get fucked up, 
messed up like this – and they look for or are often even manipulated into therapy. The 
therapy only could ‘Work’ however if there is Heart available – Heart That Shows the Dark, 
Shows Its Survival in and Inclusion of the Dark, Shows That It has Lived through it Itself. 

The Only Thing that Works and is already – always – happening in therapy is 
Resonating with the Heart of the other. This Heart has no single form. It happens totally 
behind the scene, beyond the agreement, disregarding who is supposed to ‘help’ and be 
‘helped’. The form the therapy takes is just an excuse, you could say, to have a situation 
created in which the Heart can Resonate with the Heart of the other person. ‘Of course’, if 
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‘the receiver’ allows the Heart to Resonate with the more Alive, more Manifested Heart of 
‘the giver’, then the whole concept of ‘giver’ and ‘receiver’ falls away. 

That what basically happens in therapy and in any meeting of persons, this Resonating 
of the Heart(s), costs one person money and realizes money for the other one is just a form, 
one could say, it doesn’t seem to matter, even though it’s of course obviously a Lie. Still, a 
truthful Heartful therapist has at least a conflict in him- or herself with this issue, which is 
totally normal (and revealing some Heart instead of unclarity). 

Only the Heart Works. Therapy never works. 
If, partly theoretically, people who Allow more Heart to Live in and as them are 

relatively often urged to become a therapist, if this Heart meeting people in the form of 
therapy is having some result for the ‘receiver of Heart’, then this doesn’t mean of course that 
it would be therapy itself that works. 

No method can bring people to ‘themselves’ or in fact to the Heart. If therapy seems to 
work, then it is in fact the Heart to whatever extent present in the meeting that works. Another 
way of putting it, although it’s not exactly the same, it is ‘Humanness’ that works, human 
contact, being in relation, as Being (in) Relation is True. Not feeling part of the Whole gives 
one a sense of being sick.3 If therapy works it is the humanness or human aspect that was 
more or less present in the meeting that works and not therapy in itself. 

And society won’t be happy with the success, that’s for sure. Society cannot use a 
Heart for itself. Society is a machine, it’s inherently not human. It doesn’t, cannot function in 
a human way. 

So if ‘therapy’ manages to let Heart live a little bit more here on earth, this is against 
society’s interest, and sooner or later if it finds out about ‘the crime’ the financing of such 
(kind of) therapy will be stopped or minimized as being not functional or successful. It is 
simply so that the more Heart someone allows, the less he or she is able to work for and as 
part of society. 

Therapy and therapists will always be in inherent conflict with this item. If they are 
successful for society, to get someone on the ‘right track’ again, then where has the Heart 
gone? If they are successful for the client his or her Heart has been Supported, reinforced to 
be able to stand better the pressure of the Heartless society. 

True therapy functions as a Counter-Force ‘against’ the bulldozer or inhumanness that 
Society is. It is part of the Fight of the Heart and Society. It doesn’t serve society, it serves 
One Heart. 

The bulldozer says: your Heart is a handicap. 

                                                
3 One shouldn’t confuse society with ‘the Whole’. Although it can take a long time before one finds out about 

this. Society may indeed stand for ‘the others’, but functioning with others does not necessarily include 
Contact – even though in general people will ‘feel’ better when meeting others even when there’s no Contact 
than the other way round, Being in Contact while hardly meeting people. ‘Streaming with the Lie’ (of no-
Contact) makes people indeed feel better, superficially. On Deeper Level this is not at all the case though and 
one can even fall in a crisis when realizing the emptiness of the many contacts and somehow feeling 
incapable of Allowing and Manifesting the Natural Urge for Depth in Contact. 
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You must follow a therapy to make you stronger again, fitter, more defensible, less 
vulnerable, less sensitive. With all this sensitivity you cannot function normally. It’s a 
handicap. And most believe it to be so. I also had a hard time with people’s manipulations to 
make me believe that I had a problem here – because indeed, with this Open Sensitive Heart it 
was (almost) impossible to function in society. But I Surrendered to struggling with all the 
opposition rather than giving in, than believing. Only ‘my’ Heart I Believed. Only ‘my’ Heart 
was not crazy. 

I never Saw It as my Heart. It was always the Heart, the Truth. And finally after 10 
years I felt ‘I’ – or the Heart – won. Of course, opposition will always stay and new one will 
come. But it’s afraid now of Me, of the Heart in Fact, the Heart That got only Stronger and 
Stronger by not denying the opposition, resistance, by not submitting to it either, but keeping 
on Fighting – as Love. 

If at all ‘someone’ would be sick it is not the Heart but society that turned into a cold 
dead dehumanized machine of forms, norms, rules and structures and time and money and 
noise. The Heart becomes Stronger if it is not simply against society, if it doesn’t withdraw 
from it completely, Seeing-Feeling that society is not True (indeed), but if it Fights to Survive 
as Heart in the world, if it Struggles to Take in the Heart and Transcend the Pain and Cramp 
that the Lie of Society is – and Give it, Transcended, back. 

This is the Therapy for the cold dehumanized society. Everyone can be a therapist, in 
principle. First year of your education you Learn amongst others to See through the Inherent 
Lie of and in Society and See how also you bow(ed) for it. Second year you Learn to Stop 
submitting to it. Third year you Learn to Take its Pain in your Heart and how to Transcend it, 
‘even’ Bodily. Forth year you Learn how to Give it back. In thankfulness for the Pain society 
offered you you give it back Transcended. 

During the entire education you Learn to be Freed from any impulse to want to have a 
reward for what you do. This reward-way of thinking you learned in society – but you never 
really came to love it. 

After the whole study, no examiner but the Heart Itself Decides if you graduated or 
not, if you will be a therapist for society. 

Whatever they say: Society is waiting for you. Good luck. 


